
as flag desecration and the right of abode, the failed attempt to enact law to punish
subversion, succession and sedition, and the controversies surrounding the interpret-
ation of the Basic Law by the National People’s Congress Standing Committee. The
book offers succinct summary of those controversies and, in particular, it critically
analyses the dynamic process in which those events are interpreted in Hong Kong.

The book is not merely about the diminishing rule of law as a result of “mainlan-
dization.” It is also about efforts made in Hong Kong to resist the application of
Chinese laws, the spread of mainland values and practices and the further integration
between Hong Kong and mainland China, all made in the name of preserving and
entrenching Hong Kong’s rule of law. Indeed, to save rule of law from mainlandiza-
tion can be seen as the driving force behind the Occupy Central Movement and the
emergence of various sorts of localism. With authoritarian China serving as the pol-
itical master, Hong Kong is no longer confident that its treasured rule of law can sur-
vive on its own without democratization. Jones’s book sheds lights on that delicate
relation between rule of law and democratization as experienced in Hong Kong.

There is also hope on the horizon, as Jones’s book articulates well. Hong Kong has
a vibrant civil society and a particularly powerful liberal-leaning “legal complex”
composed of lawyers, judges, law-makers, legal scholars and, of course, law students.
That “legal complex” has led the charges against mainland intrusions in the court of
law and beyond. With the further integration of Hong Kong into the mainland system
and the political and cultural crisis on the horizon, rule of law in Hong Kong will be
put to tougher tests in the near future.
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The Taiwan independence movement (TIM), which pursues the establishment of an
independent Taiwan sovereign state, has been an important factor in the relations be-
tween the two sides of the Taiwan Strait. Beijing threatens to use force against Taiwan
should the island move toward permanent separation from China. In order to dis-
courage people in Taiwan from taking such a radical move, which might trigger a
war, most countries in the international community, including the United States,
adopt a one-China policy and do not support a de jure independent Taiwan. There
are not many books that systematically study the TIM, in particular, its relationship
with the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) – one of the two most important pol-
itical parties in Taiwan. Dongtao Qi’s book is the most up-to-date work to explore
this issue.

The book consists of two parts. The first part studies the TIM in power from 2000
to 2008. Qi does an excellent job of analysing the dilemma faced by the DPP govern-
ment, using the theory of movement government. When the DPP under President
Chen Shui-bian tried to perform its governmental role by adopting a conciliatory pol-
icy toward China in 2000–2002, it upset TIM supporters. When the DPP govern-
ment’s performance did not meet public expectations, President Chen abandoned
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the conciliatory policy and adopted a strategy of confrontation to consolidate support
from TIM fundamentalists in 2002–2004. He went further to take a radical strategy to
provoke China in 2005–2008 in order to divert the Taiwanese people’s attention from
his family’s corruption scandals and his government’s poor economic performance.

Qi’s findings are very persuasive. Indeed, the DPP as a movement government did
play two different roles: the role of the national government and the role of the TIM
leader. As Qi points out these two roles enjoy “two overlapping but still distinguish-
able support bases” (p. 11) and the TIM supporters “are more radical than govern-
ment supporters on important movement issues” (p. 13) Therefore, when President
Chen adopted a confrontation or radicalization policy, he was able to win greater loy-
alty from the TIM supporters. Nevertheless, such policies inevitably would deter
some of the government supporters and this in part led the DPP to lose the 2008 presi-
dential election. Chen took radical moves, as Qi suggests, for personal interests. But
covering up corruption scandals was not his only consideration. An additional pur-
pose was to leave a legacy of promoting Taiwan’s sovereign status.

The second part of the book studies the development of the TIM from 2008 to
2012. It explains how the DPP under Chairwoman Tsai Ing-wen’s leadership was
able to revive itself from the miserable defeat in the 2008 presidential election, and
why Tsai was still unable to win the 2012 presidential election. Qi’s analysis in this
part is less theoretical and more narrative. Qi rightly reminds the readers not to
treat the DPP and the TIM as an identical political force in Taiwan. But the TIM
almost disappears in this part of the study. The discussions are all about the
DPP – its factionalism, party reform, Tsai’s leadership, campaign strategies, China
policy and future challenges. The study gives a very good account of these party
developments, which helps readers to understand how the DPP was able successfully
transform itself from ruling party to opposition party, and prepare for a future return
to power. But more attention should have been paid to exploring the development of
the TIM and its relations with the DPP in this period.

Qi points out that the pro-independence attitude among the people in Taiwan has
maintained a rising trend. But one should carefully define the TIM. If the TIM is trea-
ted as an organization, its membership is not large. If the TIM is regarded as an idea,
it does enjoy the majority support among the Taiwanese people. Opinion polls con-
ducted by different institutes, including the Election Study Center of National
Chengchi University, whose data were used by the author for analysis, support
such an argument. Even the tremendous improvement of cross-Strait relations in
the period of the Ma Ying-jeou administration from 2008 to 2016 did not reverse
such a trend. Chapter two of this book gives a brief introduction to the background
and development of the TIM since the period of Japanese colonial rule. But it does
not explain why the TIM has been able to grow in the face of a strong threat from
China and an unfriendly international community.

Tsai Ing-wen won the 2016 presidential election and the DPP government took
power on 20 May of that year. Qi’s book offers a good theoretical model to analyse
the DPP government’s behaviour in the past. The model should be useful to study
President Tsai’s policy and her government’s relationship with China and the TIM
in the future.
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